SENIOR CAPSTONE PROJECT IDEAS

1. Effect Of Modern Technology To Learning And Intelligence
2. Who Is To Blame For Obesity Epidemic?
3. Should Advertising Be Censored?
4. In What Ways Does Social Networking Affect Businesses?
5. Is the Internet the Easiest Way in Perfecting Competition in Economic Sense?
6. What Place Does Religion Have on the Modern Society?
7. Why Law Offenders Violate the Law?
8. What the World Look Today Without Internet
9. How The Legalization Of Drugs Affect The Health Or Crime?
11. Should Smoking Be Criminalized?
12. How Confidential Should the Records Of Patients Be?
13. Sex Trafficking In The United States
15. The Voice Of The Democracy
16. How Vital Is Education to a Student's Future Success?
17. What Is The Best Curriculum For The College Students?
18. A Comparison on the Guidance Of Teachers and Parents
19. The Implication Of Education To Students
20. Can the Use Of Gadgets Improve Student Learning?
21. Environment Versus Natural Resources
22. Environmental Studies In the UK
23. Power Of Adult Fiction
24. White Identity And Elliot Rodger Destruction
25. Social Movement Unionism
26. Precarious Line Between Abuse And Prescription Drug Use
27. Transnational Capitalism Traps
28. Racial Formation Claiming Excellence
29. Multiracialism Versus Intervention: Care
30. Internalized Homophobia Study
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